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This flowmeter is a clamp-on type ultrasonic flow meter 

based on transit-time measuring method. 

Making full use of the latest electrics and digital signal 

processing technologies, we realized the equipment with 

improved anti-bubble performance and high accuracy. 

The communication function (MODBUS: Option) is also 

applicable. 

FEATURES 
1. Excellent resistance against aerated flow

Fuji's unique ABM feature improves measurement reli

ability for different flow like slurries, sludge, raw sewage

and bubble-contained flow (acceptable up to air bubble

of 12% volume at 1 m/s velocity).

2. High accuracy
Standard accuracy: ±1.5% (±1.0% is also available)

Adoption of new sound velocity measurement system

permits measurements of fluids of unknown sound velocity.

Further, affection from fluid temperature and pressure

is negligible.

3. Compact and light-weight
Thanks to the adoption of the latest electronics, the flow

transmitter is compact size and light weight.

4. Quick response
With the use of high-speed micro-processor suited for

digital signal processing, the fast response time is realized.

5. Multi-lingual
The following languages are supported for display:

Japanese (Katakana), English, German French, and

Spanish.

6. Excellent performance and easy operation
LCD and function keys are allowing easy configuration

and trouble shooting.

- LCD with back light

- Easy mounting of sensor

- Extendable rail type detector up to <!>50 to <l>1200mm

- Trouble shooting

- Easy operation with keypad on the front surface of the

flow transmitter
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Flow transmitter (FLR) 

Detector (FSSA) 

Detector (FSSC) 

SPECIFICATIONS 

I Operational specifications I 
System configuration: 

Applicable fluid: 

Single-path system of a flow transmitter 

(Model FLR) and a detector (Model FSS) 

Homogenous liquid where the ultrasonic 

signal can be transmitted 

Bubble quantity: 0 to 12vol% (for pipe size 

50A, water, velocity 1 m/s) 

Fluid turbidity: 10000mg/L max. 

Type of flow: Fully-developed turbulent or 

laminar flow in a full-filled pipe 

Flow velocity range: 
0 to ±0.3 ... ±10m/s 
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< Parameter specification table> 

Setting item Initial value Setting value Setting item Initial value 

ID No 0000 Total mode Stop 

Language English .... Total rate Oma 
:J 

0.. 

System unit Metric 'S 
0 

Total preset oma 

Flow unit m3/h ai Pulse width 50.0msec 

Total unit ma 
0 

Burnout (total) Hold I-

"' 
Outer diameter 60.00mm 

"' 
Burnout timer 10sec C C 

0 0 
·.;::: 

Pipe material PVC pipe 
·.;::: 

DO1 output type (Note 1) Not used '6 '6 
C C 

0 Wall thickness 4.00mm 0 DO1 output actuation ON when actuated 
u u 

Cl 
Lining material Without lining 'S DO2 output type Not used C 

0.. ·.::: 
:J 

Lining thickness - 'S 
DO2 output actuation ON when actuated "' 0 

<tl 

Kind of fluid Water Operation mode Standard � 

Viscosity 1.0038x 1 o-6m2/s

Sensor mount V meted 

Sensor type FSSA 

Damping 5.0sec C Communication mode RS-485 
0 

Cut off 0.150m3/h -� Baud rate 9600bps 
.!:! 

1st line Flow velocity (m/s) C Parity Odd :J 

>-
1st line decimal point position **** *** E 

Stop bit 1 bit <tl 
E 

"' 0 

i5 2nd line Flow rate (m3/h) u Station No. 1 

2nd line decimal point position **** *** 

"' 
Range type Flow rate C 

0 

:� Range type Single range 
C 

0 Full scale 1 15.000m3/h 
u 

'S 
'S 

Full scale 2 0.000m3/h 
0.. 

'S 0.. 

Range HYS. 10.00% 0 'S 
0 

Cl Burnout (current) Hold 
0 

ai Burnout timer 10sec 
C 

Output low limit -20%

Output high limit 120% 

Rate limit 0.000m3/h 

Rate limit timer 0sec 

Note1: When total pulse output has been selected for DO1, DO2 specify total pulse value and total pulse width so that 

conditions 1 and 2 shown below are satisfies. 

Condition 1 : 
Flow span-1 *[m3/s] 

total pulse value*[m3] 
� 100[Hz] 

Condition 2 : 
Flow span-1*[m3/s] 1000 

total pulse value*[m3] 2 x total pulse width [ms] 

* In the case of 2 ranges, perform calculations using either flow span-1 or flow span-2, whichever is greater.

Lt Caution on Safety 

*Before using this product, be sure to read its instruction manual in advance.
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